
Garden Team Annual Report - 2021  

   
Our gardens are thriving thanks to the efforts and support of the UBA community and some of 

our Bon Air neighbors.   Garden visitation has significantly increased in the past year.   

  

Fortunately volunteers have been able to maintain the grounds by practicing social distancing.   

We have continued with “Garden Days” a couple times most weeks. On Dec 12th we held a 

successful Fall Sacred Service Saturday focusing on leaf cleanup.  On April 17th the Spring 

Sacred Service Saturday focused on spreading 24 cu yds of mulch.  Lunch was prepared and 

served on both occasions under Barbara Spicer’s direction.  Several neighbors even joined in 

on both Sacred Service Saturdays.  

 

Weed control continues to occupy a significant amount of volunteer time.  When we applied 

the mulch to areas that tend to be weedy, we placed cardboard under the mulch to see if that 

will reduce our weeding.    

 

Garden volunteers are like elves who often provide care at times outside of posted Garden 

Days. Some volunteers have adopted an area of the garden that they care for on their own 

schedule.  Others regularly water the 7 Promenade planters.  Several with trucks or trailers 

have taken loads of branches to the dump.  Our fish pond is cared for by a team of 3 

dedicated volunteers.  A hungry heron discovered our fish pond and enjoyed consuming all of 

our fish.  So a net was added to part of the pond to provide protection.   More fish were added 

and are thriving.  We also have a bumper crop of tadpoles!   

 

We do have two dead trees in the garden and are in the process of getting estimates to have 

them taken down. 

  

To provide support for the gardens we have implemented several things this year.  Last 

Summer, a Donation Box was added along the pathway to the fish pond.  Since then, $ 

1,542.75 has been collected in the box.  In addition, Garden donations can now be made 

through the UBA “Give Now” website and the QR code has been posted on the Donation Box.  

So far, $140 has been donated for the Gardens online.  Also our Spring Plant Sale was a huge 

success netting $795.60.  Some plants were divisions from our gardens but many were 

generously donated from member’s and neighbor’s yards. 

 

One of our goals is to raise awareness of the importance of native plants for maintaining a 

balanced eco system.  As we add new perennials, shrubs and trees to the garden, we try to 

find suitable native plants.  

 

We would like to extend our gratitude to the many volunteers who have created the beauty 

that surrounds our church building and for the ongoing support of the UBA community.  


